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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, x’ its dual and ( , ) the duality 
pairing between X’ and X. Suppose that K is a nonempty closed convex 
subset of X and A, F two mappings from H to X’. Consider the variational 
inequality: 
FinduEH:(Au,v-u)>(F(u),v-u) VVEK. (*) 
If the mapping A is strictly monotone and coercive, (*) is equivalent to a 
fixed point equation u = M(u) in K (cf. Section 1). Suppose that M is con- 
tinuous and maps bounded subsets of K into compact ones. Then, due to 
the fact that K is a retract of X, it is possible to define a fixed point index 
of M, with properties similar to those associated with the Leray-Schauder 
degree [ 1, Sect. 111. In Section 1 we introduce another index, which is 
based on the previous one, but has the advantage of being directly related 
to inequality (*) rather than to the fixed point equation u = M(u). In Sec- 
tion 2 we apply this new index in order to show that if C is a closed convex 
subset of K, then, under suitable assumptions upon F, the set of solutions 
of the inequality 
(u,I)ECXR+: (Au,v-u)a(F(u,A), v-u) VUED6 (**) 
contains an unbounded subcontinuum. When (**) has the trivial solution 
u = 0 for each A, we give conditions that ensure the existence of an unboun- 
ded subcontinuum of solutions of (**), bifurcating from the set {(u, A) E 
C x R + : u = O}. In subsequent sections we use the new index and the above 
results in order to study the existence of nontrivial positive solutions, sub- 
continua of positive solutions and bifurcation for some classes of 
variational inequalities involving elliptic operators. Problems of this kind 
have been studied very little in the literature. See, e.g., Benci [Z] (existence 
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of positive solutions), Do [6], KuEera [9], Miersemann [lo] and the 
references therein (bifurcation). 
We shall use the following notation throughout this paper. 
HA(O) = Hi2(sZ) and H’(G) E H’**(Q) are the usual (real) Sobolev spaces. 
If HA(Q) c Xc H’(Q), then 11 ) is the norm in X, ( , ) the duality pairing 
between X’ and X and ( , )L2cnj the inner product in L2(a). A continuous 
mapping F is said to be compact if its image is contained in a compact set 
and completely continuous if it maps bounded sets into compact ones. Let 
Db be a closed convex subset of X. A mapping A: K + x’ is said to be con- 
tinuous on finite dimensional subspaces of X if the restriction of A to the 
intersection of 06 with any finite dimensional subspace of X is weakly con- 
tinuous. A is monotone if 
(Au-Av,u-v)ZO V’u,VEK, 
strictly monotone if the above inequality is strict for any u # v and coercive 
if for some v E 116, 
(Au-Au, u-v)/~~u-v~l -+ GO as II4 + 00, MEK. 
Suppose that u=O is a solution of (**) for each 1. The set 
((U,I)ECXR + : u = 0} will be referred to as the line of trivial solutions. 
(O,A)ECXR+ is said to be a bifurcation point for (**) whenever there 
exists a sequence {(u,, A,)} of solutions of (**) such that U, #O and 
(u,, A,) -+ (0, A). The closure of the set {(u, A) E C x R + : u # 0 and (**) is 
satisfied} will be called (somewhat improperly) the set of nontrivial 
solutions of (**). 
1 
Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and 116 a nonempty closed convex 
subset of X. Suppose that the mapping A: K +X’ is continuous on finite 
dimensional subspaces and there exist two constants, a > 0 and p > 1, such 
that 
(Au-Au, u-v)aa lIu-v(IP VU,VElK (1) 
Condition (1) implies that A is strictly monotone and coercive. Hence the 
inequality 
UEK: (Au, v-u)>(q, v-u) VVEH 
has a unique solution u=K,(q) for each qEX) [8, Corollary 111.1.81. 
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1.1. LEMMA. The mapping KA: X’ -+ D6 is continuous and bounded. 
ProojI Let qn + 4. Set U, = K,(q,) and ii = K,(q). Then 
and 
(Aii, u,-U)> (4, u,-ii). 
Adding these two inequalities and using (1) we obtain 
Hence u, --* U, so that K, is continuous. Observe that it also follows from 
the above inequality that KA maps bounded sets into bounded sets. 1 
Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of K, U a relatively open sub- 
set of C and FI D + Ki l(C) a continuous mapping. Consider the inequality 
UEC: (Au,+u)>(F(u),o-u) VlJEK. (2) 
The mapping F is said to be A-admissible on U (admissible in short) if K, F 
is compact and (2) has no solutions on aU (aU is the boundary of U 
relative to C). Note that K, F is compact if U is bounded and F completely 
continuous. Let n c II3 be a compact interval. A homotopy H: Bx /1+ 
K;‘(C) is A-admissible on U (admissible) if the mapping K,, H is compact 
and the inequality 
(u,l)~CxA: (Au,v-u)Z(H(u,L),v-u) VUEK 
has no solutions for (u, A) E aU x A. 
Given u E D, the inequality 
z~C:(Az,v-z)>(F(u),v-z) VUEK 
has a unique solution z = KA F(u). Hence u E i7 is a solution of inequality 
(2) if and only if u is a fixed point of KA F. Suppose that F is admissible on 
U. Then KA F has no fixed points on aU. Consequently, since C is a closed 
convex subset of X, and therefore a retract of X [7, Corollary 4.21, the 
fixed point index of K, F in U, i(K,., F, U), is well defined (see [ 1, Sect. 111 
for the definition and properties of the index). 
Now we define the solution index of F in U relative to A, iA(F, U), by 
setting 
iA(F, U) = i( K, F, U). 
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Below we list some properties of the index i,, which all follow immediately 
from the definition of i, and the properties of the fixed point index. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. (i) The constant mapping F(u) z q has index 
iA(F, U) = 1 if K,(q) E U (that is, if the solution of the inequality 
is in U). 
UEC: (Au, v-u)> (q, v-u) VVEK 
(ii) For an admissible homotopy H the index iA( H(., A), U) is indepen- 
dent of LEA. 
(iii) For every open subset Vc U such that (2) has no solutions in 
8- V, iA(F, U) = iA(F, V). 
(iv) Zf iA(F, U) # 0, then (2) has a solution. 
(v) Let A c R! be a nonempty compact interval and U an open subset 
of CXA. For a fixed AEA, define U1={u~C:(u,l)~U}. If 
H: i7 -+ K;‘(C) is a continuous mapping such that K, H is compact and the 
inequality 
(u,I)~OccxA: (Au,v-u)>(H(u,1),u-u) VVEK 
has no solutions for (u, ;1)~aU, then iA(H(., A), U,) is independent of LE A. 
We stress that our solution index of F is not new in the sense that it is 
nothing else than the fixed point index of KA F. Still it has the advantage of 
being directly related to variational inequality (2) rather than to the more 
abstract looking fixed point equation u = KA F(u) derived from (2). 
2 
Let R, denote the set of nonnegative real numbers. Throughout this sec- 
tion we assume that the following hypothesis is satisfied: 
A: [16 + x’ is continuous on finite dimensional subspaces 
and satisfies (1); 
F: C x 0% ++ KT ‘(C) is a continuous mapping such that 
F(u, 0) = 0 and KA F: C x R + -+ C is completely con- 
tinuous. 
Consider the inequality 
(HI 
(u,I)~Cxb!+: (Au,u-u)a(F(u,A),u-u) VUEK. (3) 
Let Z c C x R + denote the set of solutions of (3). Since (3) is equivalent to 
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the fixed point equation u = KaF(u, d), C is locally compact. Below we 
prove two results concerning the existence of subcontinua of solutions of 
(3). Our arguments are borrowed from [ 1, Chap. IV]. Recall that if U is an 
open subset of C x A and 1 E A, then UA = {U E C: (u, 1) E U}. 
2.1. THEOREM. Suppose that the hypothesis (H) is satisfied. Then the 
solution set C contains an unbounded subcontinuum C, such that (u,,, 0) EC,, 
where u0 is the unique solution of (3) with i = 0. 
Proof: Note that (3) indeed is uniquely solvable if A = 0 because 
F(u, 0) E 0 and A is strictly monotone and coercive. Suppose that C,, is 
bounded. Then there exists a bounded open subset U of C x Iw + such that 
Z,, c U and (3) has no solutions for (u, A.) E aU (this follows from a well- 
known argument in bifurcation theory, see, e.g., [l, proof of Theorem 
17.13). If ;i is a large number, Ux= 4, so by Proposition 1.2(v), 
i,JF(., 0), U,) = iA(F(., L), VI) = 0. 
On the other hand, F(., O)EO and KA(0)= U,,E U,, so that 
iA(F(., 0), U,,) = 1 according to Proposition 1.2(i). This contradiction shows 
that C, is unbounded. 1 
Suppose now that OE C, A(O)=0 and F(0, A)-0. Then u=O is a 
solution of (3) for all 1. In the theorem below we give a sufficient condition 
in order that there exists an unbounded subcontinuum bifurcating from the 
line of trivial solutions. Denote C, = {u E C: I/u(I < p>. 
2.2. THEOREM. Assume the hypothesis (H) and let 0 E C, A(O) = 0 and 
F(0, A) 5 0. Suppose that there exists a number l> 0 such that tf A > 2, then 
(0, A) is not a bifurcation point for inequality (3) and iA(F(., A), C,) = 0 
whenever p is sufficiently small (0~ p <p(l)). Then the set of nontrivial 
solutions of (3) contains an unbounded subcontinuum bifurcating from the 
line of trivial solutions. 
Proof Let C1 be the set of nontrivial solutions of (3) and C, the com- 
ponent of C, u ((0) x [0, 11) containing (0) x [0, Q. Suppose that Z, is 
bounded. Choose p > 1 and r > 0 so that the boundary of C, x [0, ~1 (in 
C x K!,) does not meet Co. Let S= Co u ((0) x [0, ~1). There exists a 
bounded open subset U of C x [0, ~1 such that S c U and (3) has no 
solutions for (u, A) E aU u ((U, - (0) ) x {p} ) (again, this follows from a 
well-known argument, cf. [l, proof of Theorem 18.31). If p is sufficiently 
small, C, c U,, and therefore, by Proposition 1.2(i), (v) and (iii), 
1 = i&Y., 01, Uo) = iAFt., ~1, U,> = i,JF(., P), C,). 
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This contradicts the assumption that iA(F(., 2) C,) = 0 for 3,>1 and suf- 
ficiently small p. 1 
2.3. Remark. One can formulate abstract sufficient conditions in order 
that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 be satisfied. Instead of doing so, we 
shall illustrate the applicability of this theorem in Section 6. The results 
given there may be easily put in an abstract form. 
3 
In what follows we always assume that 52 is a bounded regular domain 
in Rd. Let X be a real Hilbert space such that H;(Q) c Xc H’(0). Suppose 
that d is a second order real-valued differential operator given by 
~424 = -Dj(aiiDiu + dju) + biDi + cu 
(we use the summation convention). The coefficients au, bi, dj and c are in 
L”(Q) and we assume that d is uniformly elliptic, i.e., there exists a con- 
stant v>O such that 
a&) 5i5j2 v 151’ V< = (tl ,..., td) E Rd a.e. in 0. 
The operator d induces a bounded linear mapping A: X-, X’ by the for- 
mula 
(AU, V>=j {(a,iDiu+dju)Djv+bivD,u+cuv} dx. (4) Q 
Assume that A is coercive in the sense that there exists a constant c1 >O 
such that 
(Au, u> Ba lM* VMEX. 
Note that this implies that (1) is satisfied (with p = 2). By abuse of 
language we shall refer to A as the uniformly elliptic operator (although, 
strictly speaking, A is induced by the uniformly elliptic operator d). 
Suppose that the closed convex set K c X satisfies the following con- 
dition: 
if u E K, then u + = max(u, 0) E K. (5) 
Let 
and 
X, = {uEX: 2420 a.e. in Q}, K+=HnX+ 
AT+ = {qcr: (q, u)20 VUEX,}. 
505/57/1-7 
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3.1. LEMMA. Let A be the uniformly elliptic coercive operator given by 
(4). Zf (5) is satisfied and qEX’+, then K,(q) E H + (in other words, the 
solution of the inequality 
u~Od:(Au,v-u)a(q,v-u) VVEK 
is positive whenever q is). 
Proof Let v = u+ in the above inequality. Then 
(Au, u- > 3 (4, u- >, 
where u- = max( -u, 0). By [8, Theorem II.A.11, 
(Au, u- ) = - (Au-, u- ), 
SO 
-a (lu~((*> -(Au-,u-)>(q,u-)30. 
Hence up =0 and u=u+EK+. 1 
For a future reference we state the following obvious. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let A be the uniformly elliptic coercive operator given 
by (4) and suppose that (5) is satisfied. Then K’+ c K;‘(K+). In particular, 
if the mapping Z? Oc K + + xl+ is compact and inequality (2) (with 
C= K +) has no solIutions on aU, then F is admissible and iA(F, U) is defined. 
Proof The first assertion is an immediate consequence of the lemma. 
Since F maps D into X’+ c Ki ‘(K + ) and since KA F is compact, the second 
assertion follows. 1 
3.3. Remark. Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 remain valid for a more 
general class of (not necessarily linear) operators. For example, let a,(x, 5): 
Sz x Rd -+ R, 1 d i < d, be functions satisfying Caratheodory’s continuity con- 
dition (i.e., they are measurable in x for all 5 and continuous in 5 for 
almost all x). Suppose that there exist constants a > 0, p > 1, d,, d2 > 0 
such that 
(44 O-a&, r1M5i-viPa It-11” t/t, q E Rd a.e. in 52 
and 
lak 511 Gd, +d2 ItIp-’ Vt E lRd a.e. in 52. 
If d is a differential operator given by 
du = -D,a,(x, Vu), 
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then d induces a mapping A: X+ A”, @J’(Q) c Xc H’vP(Q), such that 
(Au, u) = j a,(~, Vu) D,u dx. (6) 
R 
It is easy to verify that A is continuous on finite dimensional subspaces of 
X. Moreover, if (jJz lVulp dx)“” is an equivalent norm on X and 
a,(~, 0) E 0 Vi, then (1) is satisfied and Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 
remain valid. 
We shall make repeated use of the following results by Chicco [4, 
Corollary 1 and Theorem 21, cf. also [S]. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let A be the uniformly elliptic operator given by (4). 
(i) Zf UEX+-{0} and (Au,v)bO VUEH~(SZ), ~30, then 
ess sup, u > 0 for each compact set E c 52. 
(ii) Let & be the principal eigenvalue of A in X. Then 




Let X= H’(Q) and 
K= {uEX: U<I) on &2 in H’(Q)}, 
where rj E H’(Q) and $ > 0 on 852 in H’(Q) (for the definition and proper- 
ties of inequalities in H’(Q), see [8, Sect. 11.51). Let f(x, s): 52 x R, + R + 
be a function satisfying Carathtodory’s continuity condition and the 
growth restriction 
f(x, s) < cs 
(c > 0 is a constant). Consider the inequality 
UEK,: (Au,v-u)> i Qf(x,U)(v-U)dx VUEK, (7) 
where A is the uniformly elliptic coercive operator given by (4). Denote by 
A0 the first eigenvalue of A in HA(Q). 
4.1. THEOREM. Let f: Qx IF!, + R, be a function satisfying the con- 
ditions given above. Moreover, suppose that 
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(i) lim, _ 0 f(x, s)/s = 0 a.e. in 52, 
(ii) there exists an E > 0 such that lim inf,, m f(x, s)/s 2 & + E a.e. 
in 9. 
Then inequality (7) has a nontrivial solution (in addition to the trivial one 
which exists because f(x, 0) = 0 according to the growth restriction on f ). 
Proof Inequality (7) is equivalent to 
uEK+: (Au,v-u)>(F(u),u-u) VVEQ6, (8) 
where the mapping F: K + + xl+ is defined by 
<F(u), v > = h, Ax, u) v dx. 
Since F is completely continuous, it follows from Corollary 3.2 that 
iA(F, U) is well defined whenever U is a bounded open subset of I6 + and 
(8) has no solutions on aU. Let 
We shall show that iA(F, W”+) = 1 for small r and 0 for large r. It will then 
follow from Proposition 1.2(iii) that (8) (and therefore (7)) has a nonzero 
solution. 
We claim that the homotopy H(u, t) = tF(u), 0 d t d 1, is admissible on 
W; for all small r. Arguing by contradiction, we find sequences {un} and 
{ tn} such that U, + 0, U, # 0 and 
(Au,,v-u,)~t,(F(u,),v-u,) VVEH. (9) 
Let z, = u,/ IIuJ. Assume after passing to a subsequence that z, --+ Z weakly 
in X, strongly in L2(Q) and z,(x) -+ Z(x) a.e. in 8. It follows from the 
growth restriction on f that the sequence ((f(x, u,)/u,) zn} is bounded in 
L2(Q). We may therefore assume it is weakly convergent, the weak limit 
being zero by hypothesis (i). Letting v = 0 in (9) and using (1) we obtain 
aQ(Az,,,z,)<t, s (.0x, u,)I~,) zi dx n 
This is the desired contradiction. So the homotopy H is admissible and 
iAF, W’,) = i,(O, W’,) = 1 
by Proposition 1.2(it(ii). 
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Recall that & is the first eigenvalue of A in HA(Q) and let e be the 
corresponding eigenfunction. It is well known that e may be chosen so that 
e(x) > 0 in 52 (this follows from a standard argument involving the Krein- 
Rutman theory and Harnack’s inequality; a detailed proof may be found in 
[ 13, Lemma 2.21). Let G(u, t), 0 d t < 1, be the homotopy given by 
We shall show that this homotopy is admissible on W; for large r. Suppose 
that there exist sequences {u,} and {t,,} such that ~~u~II + 00 and 
(Au,,u-u,)L(G(u,,t,), u--u,) VVEK. (10) 
Let z, = u,/ 1IuJ. Assume after passing to a subsequence that z, + z weakly 
in X, strongly in L’(Q) and z,(x) -+ Z(x) a.e. in s2. If Z= 0, choose u = 0 in 
(10). Then 
+ tn s ((%+E) zi +ez,/Jlu,ll) dx +O. a 
Hence 5 # 0. Let now u = u, + rp, where cp E HA(Q) and q(x) > 0 a.e. in Q. 
BY (lo), 
(&z,cp)8(1-t,) h, (f(x,~,Y~,Jz,cpdx 
+t, IQ ((~~++E)z,cp+ecplIlu,ll)dx. 
Passing to the limit, using Fatou’s lemma and hypothesis (ii) we obtain 
So by Proposition 3.4, 
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This contradictions shows that the homotopy G is admissible on W; for all 
sufficiently large r. Thus, 
1’.4(6 w;) = i,(L, w; ), 
where L is defined by 
(Lu,u)=[ ((&++E)u+e)odx. 
R 
We complete the proof by showing that i,(L, W’,) = 0. It suffices to verify 
that the inequality 
UEM+: (Au,v-u)>(Lu,v-24) VlJEM 
is not solvable,. Clearly, u #O. Let u = u + cp, where cp E HA(Q) and q(x) > 0 
a.e. in 52. If u is a solution of the above inequality, then 
and we may use Proposition 3.4 once more in order to obtain a contradic- 
tion. m 
5 
In this section we assume that A is an operator given by (4) or (6) and 
satisfying the hypotheses of Section 3. Recall that A is continuous on finite 
dimensional subspaces of X, A(0) = 0 and (1) is satisfied. Here Hip(Q) c 
Xc H’J’(Q) (where p is determined by the operator A; in particular, p = 2 
if A is given by (4)). 
Let f(x,s):SZx[W++W+ be a function satisfying Caratheodory’s con- 
tinuity condition and the growth restriction 
f(x, s) d Cl + czsr, 
where cl, c2 are positive constants and 1~ r < dpl(d-- p) - 1 if d > p and 
1 < r < cc otherwise. 
5.1. THEOREM. Suppose that A and f satisfy the above hypotheses and 
the convex set K satisfies condition (5). Then the set of solutions of the 
inequality 
(u,k)eK+ xR+: (Au,o--u)>l {Df(x,u)(v-u)dx VUEK (11) 
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contains an unbounded subcontinuum Z, such that (u,,, 0) E Z’,, where u0 is 
the unique solution of (11) with 2 = 0. 
Proof: Let F(u, 1) be defined by 
(Flu, a), 0 > = 1 jQ Sk u) 0 dx. 
By standard results in Sobolev spaces, F is completely continuous. It is 
easily seen (cf. Corollary 3.2 and Remark 3.3) that condition (H) at the 
beginning of Section 2 is satisfied. Hence the conclusion follows from 
Theorem 2.1. 1 
5.2. COROLLARY. Let o be an open subset of 52 and suppose that 
f(x, s) 2 E > 0 Vs E R + a.e. in o. Moreover, suppose that the set K has the 
property that if u E l-6 + , then u + cp E K + for any nonnegative cp E C?(Q) 
such that supp cp c co. Then, for each p 2 IIuO(I, inequality (11) has a solution 
(u, 2) such that Ilull =p. 
Proof: According to the theorem, it suffices to prove that Z0 is not con- 
tained in W; x [w, for any r > 0. Let (u, 1) EC, and v = u + cp, where 
cp E C?(Q), supp cp c o, cp > 0 and cp & 0. By (11) and the fact that A is 
bounded on bounded sets, 
%2(Au,cp)21 il,f(x.u)qdxhkj (pdx=Ac,, w 
where c1 and c2 are positive constants depending only on r and cp. Since C, 
is unbounded and 1,< cz/cl for Ilull 6 r, Z, cannot be contained in 
Db’,xlR+. 1 
A result similar to the above corollary has been obtained by Benci [2]. 
Our method requires stronger assumptions upon the operator A than those 
needed in [2]. On the other hand, our assumptions on f are weaker, and 
we obtain an additional information about the structure of the set of 
solutions of (11) from Theorem 5.1 (cf. also Remark 6.7 at the end of the 
next section). 
5.3. Remark. It is easy to see that if f maps Sz x [w into IR! and C= H, 
where K # 0 is an arbitrary closed convex set, the argument of Theorem 
5.1 gives an unbounded subcontinuum Z0 c H x R + of solutions of (11). 
Also, in this case ~4 may be a higher order operator such that the induced 
mapping A: X+ X’, HTP(Q) c Xc ZPp(s2), is continuous on finite dimen- 
sional subspaces of X and satisfies (1). 
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6 
Let X= HA(Q) and 
K={uEX:U<$ on Ein H’(Q)}, 
where E is a closed subset of a, En Q # 0, rj E H’(Q) n C(E, R +) and 
II/ & 0 on E. Suppose that A is the uniformly elliptic coercive operator 
given by (4) and f(x, s, A.): 52 x R + x R, + R + a function satisfying 
Carathtodory’s continuity condition (measurable in x, continuous in s and 
1 for almost all x) and the growth restriction 
where cl(A) and c*(A) are bounded on bounded intervals, 1 d Y < 
(d+ 2)/(d- 2) if d> 2 and 1 d r < co if d< 2. Consider the variational 
inequality 
(U,l)EK+ XR +: (Au, II - u) 2 s (Au +f(x, u, l))(u - u) dx VUEK. R 
(12) 
Let 
K.=cl K~=cl{u~X: tu~Od for some t>O) 
(cl denotes the topological closure). Observe that K c K, and K, is a 
closed convex subset of X such that tK, c K, Vt > 0 (in other words, K,is 
a wedge containing W). 
6.1. LEMMA. Suppose that f(x, 0, ,I)=0 and f(x, s, ,I)= o(s) us s + 0, 
uniformly for x E 52 and A on bounded intervals. Zf +(x) > 0 Vx E En Q and if 
(0, 1) is a bifurcation point for (12), then AZ= liz (in the sense of dis- 
tributions) for some z E X, - (0). 
Proof. Note that K,= X because C,“(0) c Wl,. Let {(u,, A,)} be a 
sequence of solutions of (12) such that (u,, A,) + (0, ;i) and u, ~0. Let 
z, = u,/ IIu, I(. We may assume that z, + Z weakly in X and strongly in 
L*(Q). Choose w E C,“(Q) and let u = 11 u,,II w. Then u E K for almost all n. 
BY (1219 
<A.z,, w--z,) a s (k+f(x, u,, M~,Jz,(w--Z,) dx. 0 
Taking limits and using the weak lower semicontinuity of (AZ,, z,,) we 
obtain 
(AY, w-z)>1 s Z( w - 2) dx. (13) D 
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If Z = 0, then {z,} is not strongly convergent in X, so the above inequality 
is strict and we get 0 > 0. Thus Z# 0. Moreover, since X is the closure of 
C?(Q), (13) is satisfied for all w EX. Inserting w = Z+ y into (13) for an 
arbitrary cp E C;(Q) we see that A5 = &. 1 
6.2. THEOREM. Suppose that f(x, 0,2) =f(x, s, 0) = 0 and f(x, s, 1) = 
o(s) as s -+ 0, unzyormly for x E Q and J. on bounded intervals. Then the set of 
nontrivial solutions of (12) contains an unbounded subcontinuum bifurcating 
from the line of trivial solutions. 
Proof: Re-write (12) as 
(u,il)EK+xR+: (A&V-u)~(F(u,1),v-u) VVEK, 
where the mapping F is given by 
<F(uJLv)=jQ ( Lu+f(x,u,1))vdx. 
On verifies readily that A and F satisfy the hypothesis (H) at the beginning 
of Section 2. We shall show that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are 
satisfied. 
Let E, = {xEE: @(x)=0). A ssume first that El c &Z. Denote by i, the 
principal eigenvalue of A in X and by e a corresponding eigenfunction 
chosen so that e(x) > 0 in $2. Suppose that (0, 2) is a bifurcation point for 
inequality (12). According to Lemma 6.1, AZ = lz (distributionally) for 
some z E X, , z # 0. Hence 1= A,, because 1, is the only eigenvalue of A 
having a nonnegative eigenfunction (this can be seen as follows: if e* is a 
positive eigenfunction of A* corresponding to &, where A* is induced by 
the formal adjoint of d, and if z is an eigenfunction of A corresponding to 
II # &, then e* and z are &-orthogonal; therefore z must change sign). 
Next we show that given A> A,,, iA(F(., 1) lK:)=O for all small r >O. 
This will complete the proof for the case of E, c 8Q. Consider the 
homotopy H(u, t), 0 < t d 1, given by 
(H(u, t), v) = 1, (Au + tf(x, u, A)) v dx + (1 - t) j ev dx. 
D 
We claim that the inequality 
u~K+:(Au,v-u)a(H(u,t),v-u) VVEK (14) 
has no solutions u # 0 such that I(u(I < p whenever p is suhiciently small. If 
the claim is false, there exist sequences {u,} and {t,} such that U, -+ 0, 
u, #O and (14) is satisfied for U= u,, t = t,. Let u, =s,z,, l/znll = 1. We 
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may assume that z, --f Z weakly in X and strongly in L*(Q). Let v = s~(P, 
where cp E Cc(O). Then, for almost all n, v E K and 
(4, cp -z,> -s, (A + t,(f(x, u,, ~)/u,)) z,(cp -4 dx 
2((1-t,)/s,) j e(cp-zddx. (15) 
n 
If z = 0, choose cp E C;(Q) such that ja ecp dx > 0. It follows that for almost 
all n the left-hand side of (15) is less than or equal to -cl/2 (because 
(AZ,, z, ) 2 LX) while the right-hand side is nonnegative. Hence Z # 0. By 
Proposition 3.4, 
inf (A& w)/(Z, w)L2tnJ < ;1, < 1. 
WCX 
w>o 
We may therefore find w E X such that w(x) > 0 a.e. in Q and 
(AT, w)-,I 1 Zwdx<O. 
R 
Let cp E C?(Q) be an approximation of Z + w. It follows from the above 
inequality and the positivity of e and w that cp may be chosen so that 
(AT, cp-Z)-,I jQ z(cp-F)dx<O 
and j,e(rp--F)dx>O. Since limsup(Az,,-z,)< (AT,-,?), (15) implies 
that 
(A?, q--2)-E. Jb z(cp-~)dx>limsup((l -f,)/s,) IQ e(cp-%)dx~O, 
a contradiction. This proves the claim. By (14), 
1’,4(F(., A), K’,) = I’.4(H(., 01, w:) 
whenever r < p. Moreover, inequality (14) has no solution in W!+ if t = 0. 
Thus iA(H(., 0), !K>) = 0. 
If E, is not contained in 852, one repeats the above argument on each 
component Qi of D-E, and obtains a bifurcating subcontinuum 
Cjc(K+r\Hh(SZi))XR+. Since UE HA(lni) can be extended to GE H;(O) 
by setting ii(x) = 0 for x4 Qi, Zi may be viewed as a subcontinuum of 
solutions of (12). Observe that in this way each component fLi of 52 - El 
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gives rise to a bifurcation point and an associated bifurcating subcon- 
tinuum. 1 
6.3. Remark. Suppose that E = a. Let u = 0 in (12). Then 
crIlul12<(Au,u)d (nu+f(x,u,n))udx s R 
< s R (nu*+c*(~~)u+c,(i)u’+‘)dx 
d s R (n~*+c,(~)IC/+c,(~)II/‘+‘)dx 
because u d 1,4 a.e. in Q. According to the theorem, there exists an unboun- 
ded subcontinuum C, of nontrivial solutions of (12) bifurcating at some 
J. = 1,. It follows from the above inequality that if (u, 2) EC, and Ilull + co, 
then also 1* -+ co. Thus C, exists for all A> &. 
For a special case of (12) we obtain a more precise result. 
6.4. THEOREM. Let A be the uniformly elliptic coercive operator given by 
(4) and such that dj = 0 and aii E C’(D) Vi, j. Let & be the principal eigen- 
value of A in X z HA(Q) and II, the principal eigenvalue of A in Hh(Q - E). 
Suppose that 
K= {uEX: U<I) on E in H’(Q)}, 
where E is a closed subset of Q such that Q - E is connected, II/ E H’(Q) n 
H2vp(Q) for some p > d and Ii/(x) > 0 VXEQ. Then the set of nontrivial 
solutions of the inequality 
(u,A)EK+xR+: (Au,u-u)2A s u(  - u) dx VVEK (16) R 
contains an unbounded subcontinuum .X0 bifurcating from the line of trivial 
solutions at A= &,. Furthermore, on C,, A--, ,I, as Ilull + 00. Zf A> I,, (16) 
has only the trivial solution. 
Proof It follows from Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 that there exists an 
unbounded subcontinuum z, bifurcating from the line of trivial solutions 
at 1= &. The remaining assertions of the theorem will be proven in two 
subsequent lemmas. 1 
6.5. LEMMA. Zf A >I,, then (16) has only the trivial solution. 
Proof Let ;1> J., be fixed and suppose that u is a solution of (16). 
Denote by Z the coincidence set of u (that is, the set on which u(x) = Jl(x) 
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in the sense of [8, Sect. 11.61) and by Qi the component of 52 - Z which 
contains 52 - E. In Q, we have Au = Au (in the sense of distributions) [8, 
Theorem 11.6.91. Let ,ucc be the principal eigenvalue of A in ZZ~(Q,). By [S, 
Theorem 11, pL, < 1,. Let q~Hh(Qi), cp>O in 52,. Then (Au,cp),,= 
J<% cp)L2(f2,). Here (Au, v)~, denotes the bilinear form (4) with 0 
replaced by Q i . Using Proposition 3.4 it follows that u = 0 on Q i or 
Since l>l,>pL,, u=O on 0,. Hence ugly and u< II/ a.e. in 52. 
Consider the inequality 
ZEK,: (Az,c-z)>ij u(u-z)dx VUEH,, 
D 
where 
ii,= {z~X:z<+ a.e. in a}. 
By [3, Corollaire 11.31, the solution FE C(0). Since Z= u (because u is a 
solution of (16)), u E C(a). Hence u = 0 on 0, and u = + on Z (pointwise). 
Since $(x) > 0 Vx E 52, Qz, n Z= Iz/. It follows therefore from the definition 
of 52, that I=@ and sZi=.Q. Thus u=O in 52. 1 
6.6. LEMMA. The set of solutions of (16) is uniformly bounded for II on 
compact subsets of [0, A,). 
Proof Let {(u,, A,)} be a sequence of solutions of (16) such that 
lltinll -+ co and A,-+ A. Set u, = s,z,, where llznll = 1. Assume after passing 
to a subsequence that z, + Z weakly in X, strongly in L’(Q). It follows 
from (16) with u = 0 that 
ori(Az,,z,,)~l,~ z;dx. 
R 
Hence ZZO. Since u, < II/ on E in H’(Q), z, - $1~” <O on E in H’(Q). 
Consequently, Z < 0 on E in H’(Q), so that Z = max(.F, 0) E ZZh(!2 -E) (cf. 
[8, Proposition 11.5.31). Recall from the proof of Lemma 6.5 that dis- 
tributionally, Au, = &u, in ~2 -E. Dividing by s, and passing to the limit 
we obtain A,?= XF in ZZh(Q - E). Since Z> 0 and 2~0, A= II,. Hence the 
sequence (A,> is not contained in a compact subset of [0,1,). 1 
6.7. Remark. It follows from Theorem 6.4 upon setting u = 0 that the 
following two eigenvalue problems are solvable: 
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(i) given p>O, find (u,A)EK+ xR+ such that (16) is satisfied and 
(Au, u> = P; 
(ii) given p > 0, find (u, A) E H + x R + such that (16) is satisfied and 
fn u2 dx = p. 
Problems of the first type, for not necessarily positive u and A of 
gradient type, have been studied by Miersemann [ 11-j. The existence of a 
solution of (ii) has been shown by Benci [2, Theorem 6.41. Contrary to 
[2] and [Ill], we have concentrated on studying the structure of the 
solution set rather than the existence of solutions satisfying a certain 
isoperimetric ondition. 
7 
In this final section we prove a generalization of [ 14, Theorem 2.21. Let 
H#2) c xc H’(l2), 
K= {ueX:u>O a.e. in Szj 
and let A be the uniformly elliptic coercive operator given by (4). Consider 
the variational inequality 
u~K:(Au,z+u)-L[Qu(u-u)dx>(g,u-u) VUEK, (17) 
where gE X’ and i is a fixed positive number. For ge X’ write g < 0 if 
(g,v)<OVud+-{0} (th us in particular, if g E L*(Q), g < 0 means that 
g(x) < 0 a.e. in Q). 
7.1. THEOREM. If g < 0, then inequality (17) has at least two solutions for 
each A> 1, (where Lo is the principal eigenvalue of A in X). 
Proof: Clearly, u = 0 is the first solution. Let I > 2, be fixed. Inequality 
( 17) is equivalent to 
u~H:(Au,u-u)>(F(u),u-u) VUEK, 
where the mapping F: 116 + x’ is defined by 
Let H, = {U E K: llull < r>. We shall show that iA(F, W,) = 1 for small and 0 
for large r. The existence of a second solution will then follow from 
Proposition 1.2(iii). 
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Let G(u, t), 0 <t 6 1, be the homotopy given by 
(G(u,t),u)=Ir6uudx+(g,u). 
The inequality 
u~Db:(Au,u-u)~(G(u,t),u-u) VUEK (18) 
has no solutions u E H, - (0) if r is sufficiently small. Otherwise there exist 
sequences {u, } and ( t, } such that U, + 0, u, # 0 and (18) is satisfied for 
u=u,and t=t,. Setting z,,=u,/~[u~[~ and u=O we obtain from (18) 
(AZ,, z, > Q k I z; kc+ II%III -l < g, &I>. (19) R 
Assume after passing to a subsequence that z, -+ Z weakly in X and 
strongly in L’(Q). If Z = 0, the left-hand side of the above inequality is 
greater than or equal to c1> 0, the first term on the right-hand side tends to 
zero and the second one is negative (because g < 0). So Z # 0. But then the 
right-hand side of (19) is unboundedly negative as n + 00. Thus u = 0 is the 
only solution of (18) in H,. So for r sufficiently small, 
iA(F, W,) = iA(G(., 0), W,) = 1 
by Proposition 1.2(i), (ii). 
Let now H(u, t), 0 < t d 1, be the homotopy given by 
ww),v)=qQ uudx+(l-2t)( g, U>< 
We claim that H is admissible on K, for large 1. Suppose that there exist 
two sequences, {u,} and (tn}, such that 11~~11 -+ 03 and 
(Au,, u--u,) 2 <H(u,, t,), u--u,) VUEK. 
Let z, = u,/ 11~~11 and w = u/ ljunll. Then 
(AZ,, w-z,)21 j z,(w-zJdx+(l-2t,) llUnIl-i (g, w-zz,) VWEK. 
D 
Assume that z, + Z weakly in X, strongly in L’(Q). If Z = 0, we set w = 0 
and see from the above inequality that c( < 0. Hence Z# 0. Passing to the 
limit we obtain 
(A?, w-Z)>l s 
Z(w-Z)dx VWEK. (20) 
R 
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Let e* be a positive eigenfunction of A* corresponding to lo (recall that A* 
is induced by the formal adjoint of d). It follows from (20) with w = Z + e* 
that 
(A,?, e* ) = (A*e*, Z) = & s e*Fdxa1 e*5 dx, n s a 
a contradiction because A> 1,. Hence H is admissible for large r and 
Setting u= u+e* and recalling that g<O we see that the inequality 
u~06:(Au,o-u)~(H(.,l),u-u) VUEH 
has no solutions. Hence iA(H(., l), W,) = 0. 1 
Using the concept of bifurcation from infinity [ 1, Sect. 19; 12, Sect. i] 
we obtain a more precise result for formally self-adjoint operators. Con- 
sider the inequality 
(u,~)EKxR+: (Au, v-u)-1 s u(u-u)dxa (g, v-u) VUEK. R 
(21) 
Recall that a set C, is said to be a subcontinuum meeting (co, A) if Co is a 
subcontinuum in the space obtained from K x [w, by adding the points 
(co, ;1) and if there exists a sequence {(u,, A”)} cZO such that ll~~ll + co, 
1” + 2. 
7.2. THEOREM. Suppose that A is induced by a formally self-aa’joint 
operator d (i.e., aii = aji and bi = di Vi, j in (4)). Zf g < 0, then the set of 
solutions of inequality (21) contains a subcontinuum Z0 which meets (ao, &) 
and does not intersect he line of trivial solutions. Moreover, the image of the 
projection of ,EO into R, is the interval (,I,, co). 
Proof: By taking sequences (u,, A,) + (0, 1) and (ui, &) + (co, P), 
setting z, = u,/ I(u,I( and z; = ub/llu~ll and passing to weak limits, we find 
from (21) that there is no bifurcation from the line of trivial solutions and 
bifurcation from infinity can only occur at A= A,. Using the idea of 
Rabinowitz [1, Sect. 19; 12, Sect. l] we set w=u/(Ju[(~ and z=u/llul12 in 
(21) and obtain the inequality 
(w,I)EKxR+: 
<Aw,z-w)-A!-- w(z-w)dxa)lwl/2(g,z-w) VZEK. (22) 
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Let h: R, + [0, l] be a continuous function such that h(0) = 0 and 
h(A) = 1 Vii 3 lo. Let F(w, A) be given by 
The solution set of the inequality 
(w,il)EHxR+: (Aw,z-w)>(F(w,I),z-w) VZEK 
coincides with that of (22) (indeed, setting z = 0 one finds that both 
inequalities have only the trivial solution w = 0 whenever II < A,). It is easy 
to show (in a similar way as in the preceding proof) that the homotopy 
G(w, A, t) given by 
(G(w A th z> = J. j-, wzdx+((l-t) Ilwll’-t)<g,z) 
is admissible on Db, for r small and 1> A,, and that 
iA(F(., A), W,) = iA(G(., A, l), W,) = 0. 
Hence the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied and the set of nontrivial 
solutions of (22) contains an unbounded subcontinuum Z:, bifurcating from 
the line of trivial solutions at 1= I,. (Note that h(l) in the definition of F 
was needed in order that F(., 0) E 0.) Going back to (21) we obtain a sub- 
continuum C,, which meets (co, A,) and does not intersect he line of trivial 
solutions. This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
Note that the projection of C, into R + cannot be bounded because then 
either C, would be bounded or Z, would meet (co, J) at some A# I,. 
Hence (A.,, 00) c Proj.+ Co. Since (21) has only the trivial solution for 
A 6 lo, (A,, co) = Proj.+ CO. 1 
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